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Exactly one year ago, the Panamanian media published a series of incriminating emails detailing
how government officials had accepted bribes from Italian businessman Valter Lavítola, CEO of the
Finmeccanica corporation, which was awarded a US$250 million contract to refurbish the country’s
decaying prisons.
The story first appeared on the Telemetro and TVN television channels after opposition leader
Balbina Herrera of the leftist Partido Revolucionario Democrático (PRD) leaked the emails. She later
revealed that Mauro Velocci, CEO of the Italian corporation Svemark, which was unsuccessful in
its bid for the prison contract despite making a far more advantageous offer (US$176 million), had
given her the emails.
The incriminating emails together with Velocci’s testimony are the two key pieces of evidence in an
investigation carried out by Italian authorities, as a result of which Lavítola turned himself in eight
months ago and is currently in a Neapolitan jail awaiting trial.
However, both Velocci and Herrera now face prosecution for leaking the emails to the press and
are being accused by Panama's Fiscalía Séptima de Circuito (the Attorney General’s Office) of
committing a breach of secrecy and violating President Ricardo Martinelli’s right to privacy.
On June 15, President Martinelli’s lawyer, Rosendo Rivera, initiated a lawsuit against Velocci
and Herrera. An appeal lodged by Herrera’s lawyer was rejected on Sept. 7, and the authorities
continued with the investigation. On Oct. 25, the Panamanian courts ordered the Fiscalía to broaden
the scope of the investigation and interrogate Herrera and Velocci. On Nov. 15, charges were
formally filed against Herrera and Velocci. The Fiscalía has forbidden Herrera from leaving the
country.
On Nov. 22, Velocci told Italian TV channel Reppublica TV that President Martinelli was trying
to "shoot the messenger" and eliminate Herrera, whom he regards as "a dangerous political
opponent." He added that the charges against him are "shameful for a country that regards itself as
democratic" and that, "rather than prosecuting the guilty party for the issue that is really important,
Panamanian justice is going after the whistleblowers and accusing them of petty charges." Velocci,
who is currently in Italy, also said that he would not return to Panama until the charges had been
dropped as he feared for his safety.
"Panama’s political structure is divided into servants and those who call the shots. I don’t believe
that the judiciary is independent from the executive. Anything is possible in Panama, even
preventing an honest citizen such as Balbina Herrera, who is merely acting in the interests of
transparency, from leaving the country. I’m not corrupt, either. It’s clear that until Panama can
guarantee a foreigner’s right to unbiased legal defense, I cannot return to that country," said Velocci.
However, Rivera has denied that Velocci and Herrera are being persecuted and has said that
publishing the emails broke the law and that President Martinelli had the right to sue those who
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leaked the information. "It is obvious that this case will be used for political gain. It is now very
convenient for her [Herrera] to claim that she is being persecuted. Martinelli is merely exercising
his legal right and the fact that the Electoral Tribunal is not preventing her from registering as a
candidate, as the crimes of which she is accused are not political, proves that this is not a political
persecution," he said.

Lavítola’s close relationship with President Martinelli
Following Lavítola’s arrest, President Martinelli has endeavored to discredit Velocci’s testimony
and question his credibility, making sensational allegations about how his driver had purportedly
witnessed how the Italian businessman took illegal drugs and hired prostitutes during his time in
Panama.
Finmeccanica’s contract fell through after the media leaked emails revealing the close relationship
that Lavítola had with President Martinelli and, although Lavítola now faces prosecution (hearings
were set to begin on Nov. 14 but were suspended because of a general strike), no actions have been
taken against the president.
Some of the emails revealed that, during his time in Italy, Lavítola lived next to the Presidential
Palace and that Panamanian police acted as his personal bodyguards and would even accompany
his wife Karen on shopping trips, all at President Martinelli’s behest. Other emails revealed
that Lavítola requested Martinelli’s private secretary, Adolfo de Obarrio, to arrange for him
to be transported by helicopter back to Panama City after spending the weekend in a seaside
resort. Lavítola also made appointments with the president’s son, Rica Martinelli, to discuss the
construction of the new prisons, and in a number of emails Lavítola refers to Martinelli as his
"brother."
However, the most incriminating messages explicitly mention bribes given to Panamanian officials
to allow the Finmeccanica contract to go ahead.
In response to the breach of secrecy charges, Velocci now claims that he never hacked into Lavítola’s
email account and that Lavítola was computer illiterate and had requested his assistance to access
his own email account, giving him his password and access to personal files. Velocci also claims that
Lavítola asked him to keep the files as he feared reprisals from President Martinelli if the corruption
scandal came to light in Italy.

-- End --
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